In 2009, I was asked to run TSRA’s Canoe and Kayak School. I was completely unaware of the huge task ahead of me. I vividly remember my first visit to a board meeting to share how the school was shaping up. I found myself surrounded by amazing people who were carrying on the long history of addressing environmental issues, leading conservation efforts and volunteering many hours to instruct in paddling skills and rescue techniques. Little did I know I was embarking on such a rewarding personal venture.

I find myself, again, in a situation in which I have agreed to take on a huge task. But this time, I am aware of the work ahead of me. I am grateful to have the guidance and support of past President Gary Weatherford and contributions of the involved and hardworking TSRA Board of Directors.

2019 was full of TSRA successes involving Rendezvous, our whitewater and recreational kayak and canoe classes, an impressive access build on the Harpeth River, the launch of Jack Lyle’s River Kids, certification of new instructors and the Lost Loon Triathlon to name a few. Thanks to the hard working team at the Southern Environmental Law Center, a settlement agreement by TVA to remove the coal ash from the leaking pits at the Gallatin Fossil Plant marked a huge win in the protection of our waterways.

The TSRA family lost long time member, kayak instructor and good friend Craig Burr in 2019. Those of us who knew Craig will never forget this man of few words and will always remember his ability to instruct and guide someone down the river with the simplest of directions. You knew you were in good hands when you paddled with Craig.

I am excited about working with the 2020 Board of Directors, TSRA members, volunteers and sponsors to keep TSRA moving forward and maintaining our mission to preserve, protect and restore the scenic, free-flowing rivers of Tennessee. To borrow a quote from the TSRA website, “May we enjoy the friendships we form around the issues that unite us, the rivers we enjoy and the sport that keeps us young!”

~Sally Barr
Get Ready to Roll!

Want to learn how to roll your boat, or looking to practice and perfect your roll technique? Join TSRA at Roll School in February and March. After several years at Tennessee State University, we held the 2019 roll school at Vanderbilt University’s Recreation and Wellness Center. The change was a popular one, with students citing ease of access and the helpful Vanderbilt staff as just a few benefits of the new location. We’re pleased to be back at Vanderbilt for 2020 Roll School on Wednesday nights from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m., February 19 through March 25.

At Roll School, students receive personal instruction and support from experienced instructors in a comfortable, non-threatening environment. Mastering a roll makes canoeing or kayaking easier and more fun. If your canoe or kayak is clean and outfitted to roll, we’ll teach you the techniques for rolling it. If you already have a roll, our clinic is great for sharpening your skills before the spring paddling season. Like other TSRA schools and events, Roll School is also a great place to meet other area paddlers, trade tips and make friends. We welcome paddlers of all ages at Roll School, though students under 12 must have a parent or guardian present.

We hope to see you at the pool!

TSRA Whitewater Canoe and Kayak School

For over 50 years, TSRA has shared its love for scenic rivers and paddling by hosting Canoe and Kayak School at one of Tennessee’s scenic treasures, the Hiwassee River. It’s almost a tradition now, TSRA instructors and support boaters congregating annually on the river to pass along their passion of river and sport. Beginner whitewater canoe and kayak paddlers up to advanced paddlers ages 12 and up are welcome to join us June 26-28 at the Hiwassee/Ocoee Scenic River State Park in Delano for this year’s school.

Although students work in classes organized according to similar skill levels, sharing a common campground provides an opportunity to meet and swap stories with other paddlers and instructors. Instruction includes on and off-river lessons covering orientation and logistics; terminology and river signals; stroke work, self and assisted rescue; fundamentals of river features; whitewater practice such as eddy turns, ferries and surfing; assessing current environmental conditions; and paddling group dynamics. Classes may begin on Parksville Lake to work on self and assisted rescue techniques and advance to the Hiwassee River or the Ocoee River, depending upon skill level. Registration includes two nights camping, a hearty meal Saturday evening and two full days of instruction.
Swiftwater Rescue classes have served our paddling community for many years. Our whitewater rescue instructors are an impressive bunch. In 2019, they taught over 300 first responders through their training program and are looking forward to another stellar year in 2020.

Basic River Rescue will be held July 11-12 on the Hiwassee River. This course teaches a variety of rescue skills needed in a whitewater environment. Students learn the basics of swimming with and without a paddle, throwing and catching a rope, wading in current, and using simple mechanical advantage systems. Students also get to practice boat-based rescues in a realistic yet controlled whitewater scenario. It’s worth a lot to be able to learn boat-over-boat techniques, T-rescues, bow rescues and deep water re-entry when the water is churning but consequences are low and help is readily available.

Swiftwater Rescue will be held July 25-26 on the Ocoee River. This course is designed to teach swiftwater rescue techniques where limited personnel and/or safety gear are available. We cover rescue skills and techniques for dealing with situations that carry greater risks for both victim and rescuer such as strainers, entrapments and pins. Teaching scenarios provide an opportunity for participants to practice their skills both individually and within a team. Students also learn a variety of rescue vest applications. This class involves a lot of swimming, but no boat is required.

These classes sell out nearly every year, so we encourage early registration. Watch for a registration announcement at paddletsra.org or follow TSRA on Facebook.

**Recreational Paddling Classes**

Many of us know someone who purchased a recreational kayak “to see if they like it,” and it turns out they do! But now what? TSRA’s recreational paddling classes help students gain paddling skills and learn how to keep themselves and their paddling buddies safe while they enjoy the water. Every year, we hear from paddlers who have applied the skills they learned in a TSRA class to help other paddlers out of a potentially sticky situation. In 2020, TSRA is again offering courses that not only teach safety skills for recreational paddlers, but that also help students be part of the paddling community, meet cool paddling companions and learn how to let the water do the work.

This year we are planning two Intro to Kayaking classes suitable for beginner or first-time paddlers. Katherine Fulk will be the lead instructor for Rescue for Rec Boaters, where students can learn rescue skills on both lakes and Class I rivers. Mike Tossing will set boaters up for success as they move from paddling flat water to Class I rivers in Intro to Rivers. Finally, Geoff Luckett will teach beginner paddlers to safely enjoy kayak fishing on gentle rivers in TSRA’s first ever Intro To Kayak Fishing class. These ACA-certified instructors are experts at teaching students solid paddling and safety skills, and they do it with enthusiasm and good humor that is irresistible. TSRA’s recreational paddling classes are also a great way to involve entire families in the paddling fun. So, please join us at a class this summer, or invite a friend to join us!

**Williamson County Access Build**

What do you get when you combine 5 days, 92 volunteers, 416 work hours, lots of lumber, over 40 tons of riprap and record high temperatures? In September 2019, TSRA combined these elements for a new access structure along the Harpeth River at Williamson County’s Franklin Recreation Complex off Fulton Greer Road.

In addition to the hard work of our fabulous volunteers, this access was made possible by a community grant from REI and a grant from the American Canoe Association (ACA) and L.L.Bean. Rogers Group and CMC Steel donated materials for the build, and Brentwood Rental & Sales provided a discount on the jackhammer rental. REI Brentwood brought the REI tent, lounge chairs for breaks, snacks, ice and swag for volunteers.

Thank you for supporting our schools, conservation programs, Rendezvous and the Lost Loon Triathlon. We appreciate your generosity, enjoy your fellowship and hope to see you on the river!
In 2019, TSRA launched “Jack Lyle’s River Kids,” a program designed to introduce disadvantaged inner-city youth to the joys of kayaking. More than 20 TSRA volunteers stepped up to help make the inaugural year a success. Over the summer, we introduced 19 teenagers and young counselors to recreational kayaking. At our first event, at Couchville Lake, some teenagers said they were afraid of the water, but by the end of the day, they were flipping their kayaks and practicing self-rescues just for fun. On the Stones River, we played water football and had relay races. The teenagers left tired but eager for more. On the Harpeth, they loved seeing turtles and hunting for periwinkle shells. The Hiwassee amp’d up the action, with kids laughing and spinning in funnyaks.

River Kids is made possible by the Jack Lyle Memorial Fund, which began with a legacy from Jack Lyle, a longtime TSRA member and past president who died in 2018. To create the program, TSRA partnered with Sierra Club’s Inspiring Connections Outdoors (ICO) Nashville, a fellow nonprofit group with success in conducting safe outdoor events for youth. The Jack Lyle Fund paid for kayak rentals, snacks, equipment, and other expenses for getting the kids on the water. In addition, the Fund covered CPR/first aid certification for volunteers, plus online child protection training and background checks.

### Announcing Mike Tossing, Certified ACA Instructor Trainer

Congratulations to Mike Tossing for certifying as an American Canoe Association (ACA) Essentials of River Kayaking Instructor Trainer. Mike’s certification is the culmination of years of hard work including planning, co-teaching and leading instructor certification courses.

Mike was already an ACA-certified Level 3 River Kayaking instructor, and has been a lead instructor for TSRA’s Rescue for Rec Boaters for 3 years. Now, Mike is qualified to train and certify Level 1 Introduction to Kayaking and Level 2 Essentials of River Kayaking instructors, provide those instructors required updates and to deliver ACA’s Paddlesports Safety Facilitator certification and endorsement.

“I was honored to serve as Mike’s final mentoring Instructor Trainer Educator (ITE) following Mike’s initial work with ACA Instructor Trainer David Evans,” said Larry Ausley, an ACA ITE from Cary, NC. “Mike and I did a lot of great work together and with Tennessee Scenic Rivers Association to build kayaking instructor development into Tennessee programs.”

TSRA is thrilled to have a local Instructor Trainer to train and certify kayaking instructors. The instructors Mike certifies will be vital to TSRA’s commitment to providing hands-on paddling skills and safety training for Middle Tennessee’s recreational paddlers.

Want to get in on the fun in 2020? Volunteer: You’ll receive free training and huge satisfaction! For details, email marymbuckner@comcast.net.

Donate: We welcome any amount. Please make checks payable to TSRA Jack Lyle Fund, and mail to TSRA, P.O. Box 159041, Nashville, Tennessee 37215-9041. You can also donate on the TSRA web site. Thank you!

In November 2019, the TSRA Board of Directors approved a $5,000 donation to TennGreen for purchase of the Lone Star tract on the Cumberland Plateau. These 6,650 acres will ultimately become a significant addition to Cumberland Trail State Park, providing the opportunity to reconnect a key segment of the Cumberland Trail, restore a critical wildlife corridor and protect nearby rivers and streams. Lone Star has over 22 miles of freshwater streams that flow into three separate watersheds: Daddys Creek Lower, Daddys Creek Middle and Piney Creek. The tract includes a section of river frontage on Daddys Creek and the headwaters of Fall Creek at Ozone Falls. Because much of the Lone Star property has been impacted by timber harvest and mineral extraction, this acquisition is imperative to protect the water quality of these streams and watersheds. TSRA is pleased to contribute to this project. We thank all the TSRA supporters who ultimately make important conservation donations such as this one possible.

### TSRA Donation to Extend and Enhance the Cumberland Trail

In November 2019, the TSRA Board of Directors approved a $5,000 donation to TennGreen for purchase of the Lone Star tract on the Cumberland Plateau. These 6,650 acres will ultimately become a significant addition to Cumberland Trail State Park, providing the opportunity to reconnect a key segment of the Cumberland Trail, restore a critical wildlife corridor and protect nearby rivers and streams. Lone Star has over 22 miles of freshwater streams that flow into three separate watersheds: Daddys Creek Lower, Daddys Creek Middle and Piney Creek. The tract includes a section of river frontage on Daddys Creek and the headwaters of Fall Creek at Ozone Falls. Because much of the Lone Star property has been impacted by timber harvest and mineral extraction, this acquisition is imperative to protect the water quality of these streams and watersheds. TSRA is pleased to contribute to this project. We thank all the TSRA supporters who ultimately make important conservation donations such as this one possible.

### Lost Loon Triathlon

How much fun can you have cycling, paddling and trail running or walking? Join us and find out at the Lost Loon Triathlon, TSRA’s fall fundraiser, on September 13, 2020 at Long Hunter State Park. Outdoor events are always full of fun surprises and the Lost Loon Triathlon showcases festive triathletes every year. A wedding party, King Tut and super heroes of all ages were a few of the guests at the 2019 Lost Loon. How is Lost Loon unique? Our family-friendly event does not time racers. Awards are based on other fun criteria selected by a secret panel of Lost Loon supporters. How do you sign up? Join the email list at lostloons.com and like our Facebook page, The Lost Loon Triathlon. TSRA is honored to continue the Lost Loon tradition founded by Willy Stern in 2004. Since its inception, this event has raised over $136,000 for conservation organizations. We also give special thanks to our founding families, friends, volunteers and dedicated partners that make this event possible every year. Thank you to long-time Lost Loon supporters: Bobbie’s Dairy Dip, Kroger, Moondog Web Design, Papa John’s Mt. Juliet, Publix, Tennessee Paddler, Vanderbilt Outdoor Recreation, Vanderbilt LifeFlight, Long Hunter State Park, Friends of Long Hunter State Park and our new supporter, REI. All Lost Loon proceeds benefit TSRA conservation projects.
TVA agreed to dig up millions of tons of coal ash from leaking pits at its Gallatin Fossil Plant as part of a pair of settlements entered into with TSRA, the Tennessee Clean Water Network (TCWN) and the State of Tennessee’s Department of Environment and Conservation (TDEC). TCWN and TSRA were represented by the Southern Environmental Law Center (SELC) as interveners in the state case.

Under the settlement, TVA is required to dig up the majority of the coal ash it stores in the leaking manmade, unlined pits at Gallatin (approximately 12 million cubic yards of ash). Based on the settlement terms, this ash will be removed and either recycled or placed into a permitted landfill. TVA must submit their removal plan to the State by September 30, 2020. The settlement also requires TVA to address contamination from a second, smaller storage facility on-site at Gallatin, which contains about 2 million cubic yards of coal ash. TVA has five years to develop a plan and demonstrate it can correct groundwater pollution in this area of the power plant. TDEC will then select a remedy to address impacts from coal ash, such as any remaining groundwater pollution. The public will be invited to provide feedback on the specifics of TVA’s plan to correct on-site contamination at Gallatin from both storage facilities. TSRA and TCWN will also continue to monitor implementation of the settlement throughout the course of the excavation and future coal ash cleanup at the facility.
ACA, American Whitewater and Tennessee Paddling Clubs Partner on Policy Initiative

In October 2019 paddling leaders in Tennessee made history. Led by Andrea White, former TSRA Board Member and ACA Tennessee State Director, the five largest paddling clubs in Tennessee came together on the banks of the Nolichucky River for a historic meeting to better align on key policy issues that affect paddlers in the state of Tennessee.

There was an all star cast at this first time collaboration! Three club presidents attended along with other board members from all five clubs. Additionally, paddlers benefitted from the national leadership of ACA Public Policy Chief, Brett Mayer, and American Whitewater National Stewardship Director, Kevin Colburn, as well as Jack Henderson from the River Management Society. ACA Tennessee State Director Andrea White was also supported by ACA Tennessee Deputy State Director Hunter Branstetter.

"As far as we can tell, this is the first time all of these paddling leaders have come together on behalf of Tennessee paddlers and Tennessee waterways," said White. “There was an electric sense of what we might be able to accomplish working together.”

So what are the issues in play?

1. Paddling in Tennessee State Parks

The Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation (TDEC) has implemented an impounded lake usage fee for people bringing their own paddlecraft to certain state parks. Although these fees may at first glance seem like a negative development, paddlers actually enjoy a net gain in access because these impounded lakes were not previously available for paddling. Some have, however, expressed concern that state parks may see private boaters as revenue sources rather than as constituents.

TDEC is willing to work with paddling organizations to help bring ACA-certified instructors to help with state park programming by teaching classes and providing instruction. The clubs are trying to make ACA certified instructors more available to state parks for instructional opportunities that will offer income for the instructors and training for the paddling community at large.

2. TWRA Proposed Rulemaking and Outfitter Fees

There is a current moratorium on Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency (TWRA) outfitter fees until July 2021. State universities and outfitters operating under permit from Cherokee National Forest or TDEC are exempted from these regulations and excluded from any fees.

In the coming season, 2020, outfitters will need to apply for a TWRA permit and submit quarterly reports to the TWRA on the number of vessels (canoes, kayaks, paddle boards or tubes) in their fleet, their put-in/take-out location information, as well as the number of vessels they are putting on any given waterway in a day. The data collection will inform TWRA rule making to determine a new outfitter fee structure that will go into effect in the 2021 season.

There are no formal proposed regulations of the private boating community, but in public testimony to the Joint Committee on Government Operations at the state legislature, the TWRA indicated private regulation might be necessary in the future. Paddlers can take a proactive stance by contacting their TWRA Commissioner to tout the benefits of outdoor recreation to Governor Lee’s Rural Tourism initiative and to highlight that floating public waterways should not require additional regulation or fees.

3. Designating the Nolichucky as a Wild and Scenic River

A functional coalition of grassroots support is advocating for the establishment of the Nolichucky as a Wild and Scenic River under the 1968 Wild and Scenic Rivers Act.

Designating the Nolichucky as a federally protected Wild and Scenic River would permanently protect eight miles of the Nolichucky River to forever remain wild, free and unimpeded by any future dam proposals. This would require support from both Tennessee and North Carolina legislators.

You can help this initiative by adding your personal endorsement to the #NoliWildandScenic movement. By going to NoliWildandScenic.org and clicking TAKE ACTION, you can contact your local congressional representative and both of Tennessee’s senators. They will receive an email asking them to carry a bill and support Wild and Scenic designation for the Nolichucky.

Moving forward, all five paddling clubs have high hopes that more collaboration will result in more effective outreach on key policy issues that affect paddlers throughout the state. If you have further questions, or would like to be more involved in any of our efforts, please contact Andrea White, ACA Tennessee State Director, at tnstatedirector@americancanoe.net.
STAY CONNECTED:

For more information on the latest paddling trips, events, schools and news follow us on Facebook, Twitter & Instagram (TN Scenic Rivers). Don’t forget to come explore all we have to offer at www.paddletsra.org